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About This Game

A Bomberman-inspired Spaghetti Western action game with rogue-like elements.

Visit the BOMBSLINGER website here.

Wear the poncho of the Bombslinger, a former ruthless bandit turned rancher, as he sets out on a journey to avenge the brutal
murder of his wife.

Bomb your way through hordes of enemies, defeat your former posse and get to the final showdown with its leader, the
Gunslinger.

Bombslinger Features

Explosive Bomberman-inspired single and multi-player gameplay

Procedurally generated levels and tons of items make each play unique

4-player battle mode and AI bots for classic local multiplayer action
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Want to share your thoughts on Bombslinger?! Join us on the Community page.
Visit the BOMBSLINGER website here.
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It is a really fun game. I reccomend it although there are some downsides. If you have friends, unlike me, then this game is for
you. It has a really creative and cool local mode. If you are by yourself it is a little boring. The only campaign is shooting targets.
Since this game is new, there is nobody else playing online. If you have friends, get this game!!. Quite a entertaining motorcycle
game with a lot of humor and color. Fun with 3 friends, but lacks the fine tuning and feel that other games in the same genre.
Bonus characters from Team fortress 2 and Minecraft is a welcome addition.. Inertia is a great casual game but it\u2019s not for
hardcore gamers. Inertia has quite a bit of content for its price and make great background gameplay for YouTube videos. I
would recommend this game to anyone who loves 1st person platform games and loves a challenge.. I recommend this title if
you want a fantastic campaign, with an interesting story that lasts for about 6 hours. I really enjoyed the micro management and
synergy with the gameplay mechanics.
But if you are wanting a game with multiple other modes that have longevity and a lot of replayability, this is not the droid
you're looking for! Please watch my video below to get an idea if this title is worth picking it up.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_WoKNTqIgJs

Note:Review copy provided free of charge.. I came here just for the Gunboat Fireship paint, but it's still missing

. I initially bought this because it looked interesting and was cheap but honestly, I cant even say it was worth my $5.
There really isint much of a story and the game starts you off with absolutley no objective or idea what the hell it is
youre supposed to be doing. items dont always make sense and the controls are weird. while the music is good the rest of
the enviroments are just barren nothingness. nothing is described to the player in this game and nothing really makes
sense or even has a purpose. honestly not even worth $3. I dont know what game the other reviewers here are playing,
but I promise you, this is not worth your money.. 10\/10

Did you ever wish that FTL had more depth? That it had enough content to warrant a 125 page PDF game manual? If
you answered "Yes" to any of these, you'll probably enjoy this game.

Don't get me wrong, FTL is a great game, but compared to this, it's extremely minimalistic and games are pretty short by
comparison. Something that always bothered me in FTL is how you're being chased by the fleet, and once you move
forward, you can't backtrack. In this game, there is a time-limit type presence, but rather than restricting where you can
go, all it is, is a time limit to kill the end boss (and mind you, it is very generous). This means if you passed a plasma
nebula and your shield stat wasn't high enough to interact with it, you can move on forward, knowing that later you can
return to the plasma nebula with higher shields. It's also worth noting that you can play the game your own way, if the
time limit bothers you, there's stats you can raise that actually decrease the time units used while doing actions like flying
from place to place, landing on planets and exploring, and so on. Finally, there are wormholes that randomly appear,
these are stable wormholes, and what's great about them is they let you travel HUGE distances with zero time units used.
A great way to get around.

I'm definitely addicted, check out the video on the store page and scroll quickly through the PDF game manual, it might
get you hooked too.
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When it doesn't crash, it's really fun! Too bad it crash and burns without you editing every aspect of it's coding. Other than that
easy fun.....kind of.. It's a twin-stick style co-op shooter with an emphasis on multiplayer.

I could imagine it'd be ok in a lan scenario, but overall it's just too unpolished and simple to hold your attention for long.
. If you like the Angry Birds sets of games then this is a game which can relate very similarly to the Angry Birds genre. I really
enjoy this game because you can strategise the launching\/flinging move of the Piggy Princess herself. Another nice feature that
makes it different from Angry Birds is the use of objects; it's a but like animism, only you can use the objects to strategise your
moves. For example, in one level you have to startegise with levers, boulders and magic all at the same time.
If you would like a game that works very similarly to Angry Birds but still has its differences, then I would recommend this
game to all gamers. It's an interesting title that's worth the purchase.. Fun arena shooter and very cheap aswell.. This is an
incredibly fun game with plenty of fun and funny characters, an engaging story and characters you'll really grow to care for...or
hate. The reading during the "Duma" sequences can grow a bit tedious, but truly, the characters are the saving grace of
Serafina's Crown. Your PC is fairly malleable and it's easy to track your reputation points to target specific romances, or
strategically bring down the ones you don't like! The romances did move a bit fast for me, there's a steep swing up during the
second act that sneaks up on you even if you aren't concentrated on specific romances during the much longer first act.

The art style isn't the best- some of the character designs are particularly nice- Roza's absolutely gorgeous, Picard has a great
visual concept and Reuben looks smart and polished- but it's a jarring back and forth between looking like 2007 fanart and a
nice stylized illustration style- Kendal is a yucky mess and Serafina looks like she's someone's Homestuck OC. But you do have
cute outfit color swatch options and your hair changes color based on your House reputation, so you know, you win some, you
lose some...

Overall, definitely reccommended. This game will definitely leave you with a smile on your face!. Worst of its kind. I thought
Marlene was bad. This is bad puzzles, and gameplay mechanics (you'll see within seconds). The idea is to make you die alot until
you fiqure out the nonsensicle puzzle, or rage quit because the key fell through the floor again. It also crashes alot, including
steam and making my computer black screen twice. If my video card turns out to be burning out, I'll let you know. I hope it is.

tl;dr Another one of those lame UE4 oculus-centric games with moderate roomscale\/vive support.

Get crowbar, use on tile get key, use shard of plaster from that room to cut light wire (wut), use resulting wire fragment to fix
cirtcuit breaker, activate circuit breaker, use key to open desk drawer, solve code (hopefully easy one), then solve room puzzle
by studying the 4 moves it makes and reversing them, resetting for mistakes. finale. see decent female avatar, keep review as is. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=VoUBemKRzpo. For those of you who are having trouble opening it, go to the ubisoft
menu (shift f2) and press the redeem code button, which is located at the top right of the screen. Then type in the code that you
have, and it will unlock the missions and weapons.
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